Abstract⎯Families of mathematical models of biological populations have been considered. Invariant ratios between the parameters characterizing various populations have been revealed. Dynamic properties of models have been investigated under the assumption that one or several populations are strongly prolific, which means that the corresponding Malthusian coefficients are rather great. Based on a special asymptotic method developed by the author, the behavior problem for solutions of the original system can be reduced to a significantly simpler problem of the dynamics of the obtained finite-dimensional mappings. In particular, it has been shown that irregular relaxation oscillations are typical of solutions of those mappings and, as a result, for solving the original system of equations. Those oscillations are of large amplitudes.
INTRODUCTION
In [1] , a universal approach to the mathematical simulation of multispecies biocenose is proposed. This approach is based on the logistic equation with delay, which describes the variation dynamics of an isolated population well, provided that the population habitat is homogeneous. The Kolesov model, which describes the variation dynamics of numbers of interacting populations of prey k and predators m has the form
In (1), the index j varies in the range of 1-k and, in (2) , it varies in the range of 1-m; all and are positive; all elements and of the matrices C, and D (respectively) are nonnegative; and i.e., where is the j-dimensional vector, which consists of unities. Here, is the mean value of the population are the Malthusian coefficients of prey species, and are the pressure coefficients for the corresponding species, and is the fraction of the i-th population of preys in the ration of the j-th predators.
States that differ from equilibrium states are possible in the considered system. It is possible that several of their coordinates are equal to zero, which means the displacement of the corresponding species. In Section 1, the following problem is considered: Is form (1), (2) preserved upon passing to other equilibrium states, including cases where several populations are displaced? Thus, we study the invariance of form (1), (2) for the functioning laws of an arbitrary ecology system and the invariance of the biological sense of coefficients of the original system. Here, this fact is justified in the most general sense.
, , Also, our concern is the selection of a complete set of invariants of system (1), (2) , i.e., the values preserved upon passing to other equilibrium states (and upon the displacement of one or more species).
Sections 2-3 provide the asymptotic investigation of dynamical properties of the system of equations (3) (4) where . Our main assumption is that there exist strongly prolific species, i.e., their Malthusian coefficients are sufficiently large. Under this assumption, we investigate established regimes for several quite general (and most interesting from the biological viewpoint) problems. Note that Malthusian coefficients are not too large in real problems. However, Malthusian coefficients form asymptotic relations for established regimes, valid as , might provide adequate approximations for relatively small values of as well. Another motivation to study the posed problem is the possibility to clarify biological laws underlying system (3), (4) and roles of its coefficients in extreme cases; this answers the question of whether system (3), (4) is applicable to describe ecology problems.
To obtain the corresponding results, we use special asymptotic integrating tools developed by the author for systems of kind (3), (4) . The scheme is as follows. Using biological reasoning, we select a (fairly broad) set of equations S in the space of initial-value conditions of the original system and consider solutions with initial-value conditions from that set. We succeed in constructing uniform asymptotic approximations for all such solutions and show that these solutions go back to S within a finite time. Thus, the first return map is defined in a natural way such that any function from S is mapped (by means of solutions) to a function from S. It turns out that properties of that first return map are frequently determined by a map of the region to itself. Using established regimes of that map, we draw conclusions regarding established regimes of the original system. In [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , that scheme is described in detail. Therefore, we do not justify the obtained results below. Note that the asymptotic integrating method yields uniform asymptotic relations (for established regimes) of any precision. However, those relations are too cumbersome; therefore, we only outline the behavior of these solutions. Established regimes of the considered systems have a Hutchinson structure (a fast population growth is changed for a faster decrease and a long recover period for the average quantity goes then); however, as a rule, but all main parameters of those regimes undergo complex irregular oscillations.
INVARIANT COMPUTATIONS FOR ECOLOGY EQUATIONS
Several results of this section are provided in [10] . Invariant computations for ecology equations form an important problem of the dynamics of species quantities. In [11] , those invariants for biocenose of three species are provided. In the present paper, we solve this problem for the general case. It turns out that all invariants have clear biological interpretations and yield accurate computations with respect to species quantity data. In our opinion, this justifies the application of the Kolesov model from [1] in order to describe the ecosystem dynamics. An assertion regarding the role of the logistic law for species development concludes this section.
The vector form of system (1), (2) is as follows:
Here, the vector multiplication and division are coordinate-wise (the division precedes operations inside square brackets).
rows and columns and an arbitrary amount of rows and columns with equal numbers. Thus, several particular products of interspecific competition (pressure) coefficients are invariant.
Third, relations (11)- (15) imply the relations which link variations in pressure coefficients with variations in the coefficients Fourth, invariant relations (12) and (14) which allow us to link fraction variations of various preys in predator's rations with the corresponding competition coefficients for preys. Fifth, similar to (17) , the following sets of invariants are obtained from (12) , (13) , and (15):
Other invariants of (1), (2) are seemingly less important. Note that, in order to verify the validity of relations (9)- (15), it suffices to substitute (11)- (15) in (1), (2) and take relations (7), (8) into account.
It is easy to extend the above results to ecosystems with any number of trophic levels.
The Logistic Development Law for Spices: Remarks
Finding advantages of the logistic (in the generalized sense) law. The mathematical posing of this problem is as follows.
We consider the differential-difference equation (17) where [12] . The competition problem for n species, inhabiting a homogeneous environment and competing for a same food is simulated by system of equations (3) for and , i.e., 
Investigate the structure of established regimes of that system under the assumption that species are strongly prolific.
Competition Problems for Two Species Such That One of Them Is Strongly Prolific
Results of this section are announced in [13] . Let and (19) i.e., the first species is strongly prolific. Note that if t is sufficiently large, then any solution of (18) with positive initial-value conditions satisfies the inequalities (20) Therefore, we consider only solutions with initial-value conditions that satisfy the above inequality.
The main results are as follows. First, we assume that (21) i.e., the pressure of one species to another one is strong, and the equilibrium state is unstable. In [1] , there is a conjecture that one of the compulsory species dies in the considered case (as for ordinary differential equations for ). Condition (19) yields the following conclusion: the second coordinate of all solutions with biologically reasonable initial-value conditions tends to zero as . The mathematical interpretation is as follows: the region in the space of initial-value conditions of (18) ( ) such that the corresponding solutions get to a stable established regime with a nonzero second coordinate is small with respect to the order as ). Thus, the less prolific species becomes extinct under conditions (19) and (21) . Note that this is not valid for . Consider the case where
The attractor type of system (18), , depends on the sign of . First, we assume that Then, if Conditions (19) are satisfied and is sufficiently large, then the considered system has an exponentially orbitally stable, slowly oscillating periodic solution To describe its structure, for definiteness, we assign and . We dente the first and the second positive zeroes of the function denote as and , and we denote its period as . It turns out that as . For any fixed , we have uniformly with respect to . Consider the impact of the second (background) kind to the character of the oscillations . For and , the oscillations are structurally close to each other: both are definitely of the Hutchinson type. The difference is as follows. First, the quantity minimum is substantially more if there exists a competing species; therefore, the oscillations become more secured. Secondly, the time segment such that the quantity is less than its mean value during it decreases; thus, we conclude that the impact of less prolific (or more enterprising) species is stabilizing. 
Competition Problems for Two Strongly Prolific Species
Assume that parameters and in (18) are fairly large, i.e.,
If the quantity of one species is equal to zero, then the oscillation intensity of another one is high and its quantity close to zero during an asymptotically large time interval. Thus, it is reasonable to consider solutions of (18) such that their coordinates are close to zero on a fairly large segment. Let us describe established regimes such that all solutions that possess the above property tend to them (the system seemingly has no other established regimes).
If the competition is hard, i.e., , then one of the species inevitably dies. We use to denote a nonnegative integer such that . In the sequel, the description of the behavior of solutions is repeated such that the index 1 is changed for the index 2 and is changed for . Thus, (18) (and their stability). It is clear that this map is fairly complicated. Hence, its attractors (and, therefore, attractors of (18)) have a complicated structure. Thus, irregular oscillations are typical for the considered case. Note that the following phenomenon is typical for this problem: quantity splashes of competing species are strongly time-separated. 
(1 (1)) o
On Stationary Regimes of Multispecies Biocenose
Consider system (18) for . Assume that Malthusian coefficients of the initial species are fairly large, i.e., for . For , this problem is a direct generalization of the competition problem for two species such that one of them is strongly prolific. All conclusions about qualitative properties are preserved. The main difficulty is related only to constructing a stable stationary regime of the system of equations that is the reduction result for the original system for . For m = n, the problem is investigated completely and generalizes the competition problem for two strongly prolific species. The conclusion about the time separation of quantity splashes for coexisting species is confirmed. Similar to the competition problem for two strongly prolific species, we succeed to construct an n-dimensional map (of the region to itself) determining the structure and stability of stationary regimes of system (18) .
For the case where , conclusions for the above two cases are synthesized. For variables with numbers from 1 to m, the variation dynamics is described as in the competition problem for two strongly prolific species; for the rest variables, that dynamics is described as in the competition problem for two species such that one of them is strongly prolific. Note that established regimes in the considered cases are qualitatively more complicated than in the case where because the map determining their structure is essentially multidimensional.
For the problems described in this section, it is possible to obtain coefficient criteria that guarantee the survival or extinction of particular species. To do this, we construct asymptotic relations for solutions of the original system.
DYNAMICS OF ECOSYSTEMS WITH PREDATORS

Dynamics of Systems of the Type Prey-Predator-Predator-…
Consider an ecosystem of n species such that the first one is the feeds provision for the second one, the second one is the feeds provision for the third one, etc. The mathematical form of this problem is the system of equations (26) Assume that one species is strongly prolific. It is convenient to consider the following three cases. The main conclusion is as follows. If is fairly large, then, for any attractor of the map F, there is a similar attractor in the phase space of system (26).
Briefly consider the structure of solutions of system (26) and the relation between trajectories of the map F and solutions of (26). Parameters determine the splash duration for the function . Note that all functions with numbers are step functions such that the value at the splash is close to , where and the value of the function at the corresponding point of the local maximum is given by the relation
The behavior of has a clear Hutchinson structure. Outside of the small splash neighborhood, the function , is uniformly close to the expression where , .
Second case. Suppose that (27)
Then, the structure of solutions is close to the one in the parasite-host problem (see [4, 5] ). The function is close to zero during an asymptotically large time segment, while other functions oscillate at the regime of system (26) If equilibrium states are the only stable regimes of system (26) both for and for , then the only (biologically reasonable) established regime of (26) under Condition (27) is a periodic exponentially orbitally stable solution. If a nonconstant stable regime of system (26) exist for or for , then the structure of attractor (26) is determined by a one-or two-dimensional map of the region to itself and properties of that map are the same as in the competition problem for two strongly prolific species. Thus, irregular oscillations arise in the latter case.
Third case. Let and
. Then, the behavior of the variables with numbers of 1 to (for a stationary regime) corresponds to the description of the second case, while the behavior of other variables corresponds to the first case. Here, only irregular oscillations are possible.
Biocenose Dynamics for n Competing Prey and One Predator
First, we consider the interaction of two competing prey and one predator. The corresponding system of equations id as follows:
Assume that one prey population is strongly prolific, i.e.,
and describe established regimes of system (28). Since the oscillation intensity of (and, therefore, of ) is as high as , we consider solutions of (28) 0  1  1  1  2  2  3  1  1  1  1  2  0  2  2  1  1  2  3  2  2  2  1  2  0  3  3  1  2  3  3  3 [1 The values of similar to are computed as follows:
and If then the described scheme is repeated. The case where is explained for the second case below. Now, assume that there are no solutions of Eq. (31). In particular, this means that several splashes of precede the splash of . To define the variations in , we assign and . Then, depending on the sign of the difference , we either repeat the procedure described above or pass to the second case. then the first species is made extinct. If the strict inequality inverse to (32) holds, then we have a sharp splash of after a finite time segment and the situation is approximately repeated. Thus, the character of established regimes of (28) depends on the map constructed above. The structure of these regimes depend significantly on the behavior of stationary regimes for if and for and if . If they are not constants, then the final map determining the attractor structure for (28), contains rapidly oscillating expressions (cf., the map from the competition problem for two strongly prolific species). Again, this confirms that irregular oscillations are typical for the considered problem).
The detailed asymptotic analysis of solutions confirms general conclusions of [1] . A number of special conclusions can also be obtained. For example, many stable regimes of various structures might exist for system (28), provided that Condition (29) is satisfied. Then, the existence of a predator might lead to the strong stabilization of the system, including the preservation of both prey populations. The increase in the ration variety of the predator leads to a significant increase in the security of the ecosystem as a whole, i.e., the quantity minimums increase, while the time segments where the species quantities are less than the decrease in their mean values.
Joining the above reasoning, one can completely investigate system (28) under the assumption that both prey populations are strongly prolific, i.e., and The arising two-dimensional map that determines the structure of established regimes is a natural union of maps obtained in the competition problem for two strongly prolific species and in the dynamics problem for the system of the type prey-predator-predator-… for . If , then the investigation of system (28) is the same as the one for the competition problem for two species such that one of them is strongly prolific.
The results provided above form a sufficient background to consider a more general problem on the oscillation dynamics of an ecosystem that consists of prey n competing with each other and one predator under the assumption that the predator population or one or more prey populations are strongly prolific. For all such cases, constructing multidimensional maps that determining the structure of attractors in the phase space of the original system has been successful.
Dynamics of Ecosystems of One Prey and
Predators This problem is described by the system of equations Finally, introduce the numbers as follows:
and The final map that determines the structure of established regimes of system (33) has the form Note that the parameter defines the number of the predator population undergoing the next splash (i.e., the closest splash after the prey splash), while defines the number of prey splashes prior to the next predator splash. Consider system (33) under the assumption that one predator population is strongly prolific. Let . For the prey population, all characteristics (in established regimes) are close to those in the parasite-host problem (see above). For , the qualitative structure of established regimes is the same as in the competition problem under the assumption that one species is strongly prolific.
If several predator populations are strongly prolific, then the behavior of is about the same as in the previous case and the description of the functions is about the same as for the competition problem for species with several strongly prolific populations.
Using the results provided above, one can consider the established regimes of the general system (3), (4) and generalize it as follows: the term with a concentrated delay can be changed for a similar one with a distributed delay (see [2, 3] ) and conditions of the kind can be changed for the case when particular values of are fairly large. CONCLUSIONS In [3, 14] , we provide biological conclusions that follow from a mathematical analysis of the above problem for one-and two-species biocenose. They are well coordinated with the ecology view, as well as with the results of local numerical analysis using the bifurcation theory (see [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] ). Using the results obtained below, one can extend the conclusions of [14] to multispecies biocenose. In particular, the following conclusion specific for the said biocenose takes place: the decrease in the number of species leads to the stabilization of the ecosystem as a whole: oscillations become safer or the possibility of coexistence arises for species. Note that, using asymptotic relations for established regimes, one can obtain new biological and mathematical regularities. They are not considered in the present paper. All conclusions confirm that the Kolesov model is applicable for describing ecology problems. 
